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• Black Holes (Amanda Lear) 

• I'm trying to understand why 

Like a black hole in the sky…. 

• A door opening on a new dimension… 

It’s another time 

And it's another space 

It’s something that science can't describe 

No one has ever seen (???)  

No one has ever been  

A black hole in the sky, why? 



Outline of my talk 

• Introduction  

• Crafoord prize and its winners 

• Shadows for Kerr as a tool to evaluate  BH 

characteristics 

• Shadows around Reissner-Nordstrom BHs 

• Observations of BH at Sgr A and a tidal Reissner-

Nordstrom BH 

• Bright star trajectories around BH at GC as a tool 

to evaluate BH parameters and DM cluster 

• Conclusions 
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Mirages around Kerr black holes 

and retro-gravitational lenses 

 
• Let us consider an illumination of black 

holes. Then retro-photons  form caustics 

around black holes or mirages around black 

holes or boundaries around shadows. 

• (Zakharov, Nucita, DePaolis, Ingrosso, 

• New Astronomy 10 (2005) (479-489); 

astro-ph/0411511) 
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A.F. Zakharov & F. De Paolis, A.A. Nucita, G.Ingrosso,   Astron. 

& Astrophys.,  442, 795 (2005) 



Recently,Bin-Nun (2010) discussed  an opportunity that the black hole at the Galactic 

Center is described by the tidal Reissner-- Nordstrom metric which may be admitted by the 

Randall--Sundrum II braneworld scenario. Bin-Nun suggested an  opportunity of 

evaluating the black hole metric analyzing (retro-)lensing of bright stars  around the black 

hole in the Galactic Center. Doeleman et al. (2008) evaluated a shadow size 

for the black hole at the Galactic Center.  Measurements of the shadow size around the 

black hole may help to evaluate parameters of black hole metric Zakharov et al (2005). We 

derive an analytic expression for the black hole shadow size as a function of charge for the 

tidal Reissner-- Nordstrom metric. We conclude that observational data concerning shadow 

size measurements are not consistent with significant negative charges, in particular, the 

significant negative charge Q/(4M^2)=-1.6 (discussed by  Bin-Nun (2010) is practically  

ruled out with a very probability (the charge is roughly speaking is beyond 

9 σ confidence level, but a negative charge is beyond 

3 σ  confidence level). 









“SPECTR-R” (Mission “RadioAstron”)  

Main scientific tasks of the mission –  

      syntheses of high-precision images of various Universe objects, its 
coordinates measurements and search their variability with the time. 
A fringe width of the system is  

       up to 7 micro arc seconds. 

Main characteristics of the space radio telescope  

Spectral band:  

• wavelength (cm) -       92;       18;       6.2;      1.19-1.63 

• frequency (GHz) -     0.327;   1.66;    4.83;         18-26  
 

Main organizations: 

 on scientific complex -    Astro Space Center of Lebedev Physical Institute of 
Russian Academy of Science;  

of spacecraft -    Lavochkin Research Production Association    of Russian Space 
Agency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Planned launch date of the mission is 2007. 

 The orbit of the mission : 
   apogee  -                 310 000 - 370  000 km  
    perigee   -                     10 000 - 70 000 km 
    declination  -                                    51.6 ° 
    period variation -                        7 - 10 days 
 Guarantied time of activity  -               5 years 
 Scientific payload mass  -                  2100 kg  

 Pointing accuracy of radio telescope -    35"  

 

RADIO INTERFEROMETER MUCH LARGER 

THE EARTH 



 



 







Falcke, Melia, Agol 

 



Shadows from Melia  

 



 



 

Schwarzschild black hole images 

(P. Jovanovic , L.C. Popovic & А.F.Z. in 

preparation) 

 
 q=15 deg 

• Redshift map                                                                           Intensity map 



• Redshift map 
•                     Intensity map 

Schwarzschild black hole images: q=85 deg 



• Redshift map 
•                     Intensity map 

Kerr black hole images (a=0.75): q=85 deg 



• Redshift map 
•                     Intensity map 

Kerr black hole images (a=0.99): q=85 deg 





The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the 

Crafoord Prize in Astronomy 2012 to Reinhard Genzel, Max 

Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching, Germany 

and Andrea Ghez, University of California, Los Angeles, USA, 

"for their observations of the stars orbiting the galactic centre, 

indicating the presence of a supermassive black hole". 

 

The Dark Heart of the Milky Way 

 

This year's Crafoord Prize Laureates have found the most reliable 

evidence to date that supermassive black holes really exist. For 

decades Reinhard Genzel and Andrea Ghez, with their research 

teams, have tracked stars around the centre of the Milky Way 

galaxy. Separately, they both arrived at the same conclusion: in our 

home galaxy resides a giant black hole called Sagittarius A*. 

 

2012 Crafoord Prize in Astronomy Goes to Genzel & Ghez 



 



 



 



 



 

GRAVITY 
Studying the supermassive black hole at 

the center of the Galaxy 

 
46th Rencontres de Moriond and GPHyS colloquium 2011 

Gravitational Waves and Experimental Gravity 
 

 
Guy Perrin and the GRAVITY consortium 

 

 

 

 

Thursday 25  March 2011 

 



The VLT, Very Large Telescope 

4 european 8 m telescopes at Cerro Paranal in Chili 

 
l/D @ 2 µm = 60 mas (600 a.u. or 0.003 pc) 



GRAVITY – 4 giant telescope interferometer 

(General Relativity viA Vlt InterferomeTrY)  
l/B @ 2 µm = 3 mas (30 a.u. or 0.00015 pc) 



Going beyond boundaries thanks to 

accurate spatial information 

• Bring the ultimate evidence that Sgr A* is a black hole: the mass is 

contained in the Schwarzschild radius. 

• Understand the nature of flares. 

• Use the black hole as a tool to study general relativity in the strong 

field regime 

 

 

 

• Study relativistic effects on nearby stars 

• Understand the nature of S stars and their distribution 

Scale ~ 1 Rs  10 µas 

Scale ~ 100 Rs  1 mas 



Where do we stand now ? 
Concept Design Review:  December 

2007 

Preliminary Design Review: 

 December 2009 

Final Design Review:   October 

2011 

First tests at Paranal:   2014 

 

Hopefully first results on Sgr A* in 4 years. 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



AFZ, A.A. Nucita, F. De Paolis, G. Ingrosso, PRD 76, 

062001 (2007) 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 







D. Borka,  P. Jovanovic,  V. Borka Jovanovic  and AFZ, 

PRD,  85, 124004 (2012). 



• Conclusions 
 

• VLBI systems in mm and sub-mm bands or  MAXIM 

could detect mirages (“faces”) around black holes. 

• Shapes of images give an important information about BH 

parameter 

• Trajectories of bright stars or bright spots around  massive 

BHs are very important tool for an evaluation of  BH 

parameters 

• Trajectories of bright stars or bright spots around  massive 

BHs can be used to obtain constraints on alternative 

theories of gravity (f(R) theory, for instance) 

• A significant tidal charge of the BH at GC is excluded by  

observations 



• Thanks for your kind attention! 





BHs is a consequence of black failure 

in knowledge of mathematics 











 



What Makes them Black Holes  

• Other than the classical Rees argument about 
efficiency, size and luminosity what observational 
properties make these objects black holes ? 

– High mass in a small volume via direct measurements 
SGR A*, NGC4258 etc  

– Mass functions of stellar systems  

For the vast majority of objects thought to be black holes 
such information is not available   

– We must use indirect observational data 
• Spectra 

• Timing  

• Spectral/timing (reverberation mapping)  

• Imaging (micro-lensing) 

 

 

Why are black hole interesting today  

 

Black Holes and Strong Gravity 

–Spectral and timing probes of strong gravity 

–Astrophysics in the strong gravity region 

AGN Winds & effect of BHs on cosmic structure 

–Outflows from AGN 

–Cooling flow and cluster entropy problems 

–Role of AGN in galaxy formation 

Evolution of AGN and SMBH growth 

–Paradigm shift in AGN evolution 
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Mini spiral 
(50’’) 

S star cluster 
(12-400 mas) 

Central cluster 

(2 disks) 

(0.5 pc-12.5’’) 

The environment of 

Sgr A* 
Sgr A* 
10 µas 



110 

Possible origin of flares 

Flare: matter is heated on a (the 

innernmost stable) circular orbit (30 

µas if J=0) 

 

Flare period: period of the orbit 

 

Fantastic tool to study general 

relativity in the strong field regime. 

 

The hot spot will be used as a test 

particle to measure the space time 

around Sgr A*. 

 Eckart et al. A&A 500, 935 (2009) 







Principle of the measurements with 

GRAVITY 
Reference source for infrared 

adaptive optics 

Reference sources for 10 µas 

astrometry and 3 mas phase 

reference imaging 





Reinhard Genzel, Prof. Dr. 

Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching 

Curriculum Vitae 

Born on March 24, 1952 in Bad Homburg v.d.H. Study of physics Bonn Univ., 

doctorate Max Planck Institute for Radioastronomy Bonn (1978), Postdoctoral 

Fellow, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (1978-1980), Cambridge, MA, 

Associate Professor of Physics and Associate Research Astronomer, Space Sciences 

Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley (1981- 1985), Full Professor of 

Physics, University of California, Berkeley (1985-1986), Director and Scientific 

Member at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics (since 1986), 

Honorary Professor Munich Univ. (since 1988), Full Professor of Physics University 

of California Berkeley (since 1999).  

 

http://www.mpg.de/151550/extraterrestrische_physik


American citizen. Born 1965 in 

New York City, NY, USA. Ph.D. 

1992 at California Institute of 

Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA. 

Professor at University of 

California, Los Angeles, CA, USA.  

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~ghez/ghez9.jpg








GRAVITY Consortium  

Amorim, Araujo-Hauck, Bartko, Baumeister, Berger, Brandner, Carvas, Cassaing, Chapron, 

Choquet, Clénet, Collin, Dodds-Eden, Eckart, Eisenhauer, Fédou, Fischer, Gendron, Genzel, 

Gillessen, Gräter, Hamaus, Haubois, Haug, Hippler, Hofmann, Hormuth, Houairi, Ihle, Jocou, 

Kellner, Kervella, Klein, Kolmeder, Lacour, Lapeyrère, Laun, Lenzen, Lima, Moratschke, 

Moulin, Naranjo, Neumann, Patru, Paumard, Perraut, Perrin, Pfuhl, Rabien, Ramos, Reess, 

Rohloff, Rousset, Sevin, Sturm, Straubmeier, Thiel, Vincent, Wiest, Zanker-Smith, Ziegleder, 

Ziegler 
 


